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1. Length along a Record	
::This Piece of Music:: is one of my favorite vinyl records I own.  It plays on a turntable rotating 33 
rotations per minute.  One side of the record takes 25 minutes to play.	
	
a. How many times does the record revolve while it plays one side?	

b. How many radians does the record revolve through as it plays one side? (Call this angle )	
	
The groove along this record is approximately linear spiral-shaped, and so it follows the function 

for some constant c.  The groove exists in between the outside of the record (6 inches from 

the center) and the inside of the record (2.5 inches from the center).  At , the needle is at the outer 

edge, r= 6.  At , the needle is at the inner edge, r = 2.5. 	

	
c. Plug this information into the linear spiral function, and solve this system of equations to find and 
c.  	
	
d. Set up and compute the integral that finds the arc length the needle travels as it plays one side of the 
record.  Symbolically, it may be useful to keep writing c as “c” instead of plugging the number in.  You 
can wait until the end for that.	
	
Along the way, you’ll have to make a trig substitution.  Be careful of your variables here.	
	



e. How far is the needle from the center of the record when you are halfway through this side of the 
record?	
	

2. Inside Out Functions	
A. Inverting Cartesian Coordinates	
i. Given a function y=f(x), we want to explore what happens when we invert the argument.  That is, how 

is the graph of y=f(x) related to (By the way, the alteration is happening to the x, so which 
direction should the transformation happen?)	
	

ii. Try graphing f(x) and f(1/x) for a few examples, maybe and f(x) = 
cos(x).  Explain what happens under this transformation, and algebraically why that makes sense.	
	
iii. Given a function y=f(x), explore what happens when we invert the entire function.  That is, compare 
the graphs of y=f(x) to y=1/f(x).  (Since we are altering the entire function, which direction should the 
transformation happen?)	
	

Try graphing a few examples, maybe and f(x)=cos(x).  Explain what happens 
under this transformation, and algebraically why that makes sense.	

Inverting Polar Coordinates	
iv. Here are a few polar coordinates in the form (theta, r).  Plot these points along with the point (theta, 
1/r):	
	
(0, 2), (pi/4, 2), (7pi/6, 1/3), (-pi, 1).	
	
Describe how these pairs of points are related to each other.	
	

v. Given a polar graph , what do you think will happen if we look at the graph of 

?	
	
vi. For each of the following values of A and k, use the Cartesian graph of y=Acos(x) + k to graph the 
polar curve r = f(theta).  Graph both by hand.	
	
A= 2 and k = 2	
A = 3/2 and k = 2	
A=1 and k = 0	
A = 0 and k = 1	
A = 2 and k = 1	
	



vii. For each of the curves you plotted above, graph the polar curve r = 1/f(theta).	
viii. A conic section may be represented rather neatly in polar form by the equation 

where d is a constant and e is called the eccentricity.  	
	
Choose three of the curves you plotted in step vi and identify the conic, and rewrite your algebraic 
representation to match the polar form above to identify d and e.	
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